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Cooperation for engineering, automation, and system technology

Take a holistic approach to your processes in panel building. With Eplan, Rittal, and Phoenix Contact by your side, you have three strong partners who will work with you to achieve this.
Benefit from a longstanding collaboration that offers exceptional added value for consistent digitalization in panel building and switchgear manufacturing. All aspects are optimally coordinated, enabling us to provide you with smart solutions from electrical engineering all the way to the digitally-supported and automated production.




Open data standards for smooth production processes

For our cross-system interfaces and integrations, we use open data standards such as AutomationML and ECLASS. This enables the continuous flow of data for your product development and manufacturing right through to series production. Based on standard products, the production of batch size 1 becomes possible in your production. Furthermore, we actively promote the wider adoption and further development of standards concerning digital transformation for the entire industry.




Experience efficiency – along your entire process chain in panel building

From the initial preplanning in engineering and the digital twin for automated manufacturing through to flexible services for active system operation: we offer a joint consulting service and comprehensive portfolio of solutions for each process step. Experience efficiency firsthand: discover for yourself the unique advantages of the partnership initiative with Eplan, Rittal, and Phoenix Contact.





























Experience efficiency

Find out how we can boost your efficiency and discover for yourself the unique advantages of our cooperation – both now and in the future.
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Creation of item data
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Provision of data
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Basic engineering
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Detail engineering
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Manufacturing
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Digital manufacturing integration
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Procurement of materials and purchasing
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Control cabinet layout and process planning
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Mounting
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Testing
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Startup
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Operation/service
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W. Althaus AG




The Swiss solution



As far as W. Althaus AG is concerned, the secret to better efficiency in panel building and switchgear has for years been automation, plus data consistency for processes and a strong technology network with Eplan, Rittal and Phoenix Contact.
            


Learn more
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Ingela Ltd.




First an extended workbench – now a professional service provider



Ingela GmbH, from Bisingen in Germany, evolved from being solely a manufacturer of enclosures to a provider of engineering services for mechanical engineering thanks to Eplan. Since establishing its first Eplan workplace in 2013, the company has followed a straightforward policy: “We want to exploit the potential of automation fully” says Ingo Straub, Managing Partner of Ingela. This has set the stage for further stages of automation.
            


Learn more
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Alexander Bürkle




Electrical design with digital twins - „Smart Engineering“ for building services and industry



Improved  design  using  digital  twins.  This  sums  up  the  principle by which Alexander Bürkle GmbH & Co. KG has recently  been  organising  its  engineering  and  assembly  of  control  cabinets.  A  central  prerequisite  for  this  is  the  EPLAN Platform.

“For us, this speeds up control cabinet design considerably because the parts are selected according to a system of options. We also make the data available to customers on request, and there is hardly a cutomer who doesn‘t appreciate this service.“ Fabian Camek, Head of Electrical Design.
            


Learn more
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Ripploh Elektrotechnik & Engineering




End-to-end digitalization



All processes at Ripploh are highly digitized and, if possible, automated. The result: greater efficiency and speed, a lower error rate and more orders processed with the same number of employees.The data generated in the engineering department is used seamlessly to manage processes in the workshop. The 3D planning in EPLAN Pro Panel, for example, provides the data for the CNC machine used to machine panels and for fully automated wire processing.
            


Learn more
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Elpex AG




From jigsaws to automatic enclosure machining



To automate the workshop processes, Elpex relies on the Perforex BC 1001 HS machining center and a Secarex AC 15 cutting center from Rittal Automation Systems. The optimized interaction between engineering and automated enclosure processing accelerates processes by up to 50 % - with increased product quality, optimized waste rates and lower costs.
            


Learn more
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Blumenbecker Automatisierungstechnik




Step by step towards digital consistency



Automation continues to forge ahead, including in the field of control cabinet manufacturing – and, with consistent communication between the configuration software and terminal strip assembly, Blumenbecker Automatisierungstechnik GmbH aims to further optimize its concept for control cabinet manufacturing 4.0. For this purpose, the company is considering the PROJECT complete software because the data processed by this software allow for individual terminal strip assembly and marking during the engineering process.
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Have you missed one of our presentations?

No problem: We make our presentations exclusively available to you. Get insights into the solutions of Smart Engineering and Production:

– How cooperations create real added value

– The future of panel building: Digitalization leads to efficient processes

– Standardized interfaces open up paths for individual automation in production











Free Recordings



Mandatory field Name*






Mandatory field Email*






Mandatory field Company*






Position          




Don't fill this field	Don't fill this fieldDon't fill this field




 I have read the data protection policy. I have noted that my contact data will be forwarded to all three cooperation partners Eplan, Rittal, Phoenix Contact.





To the presentations















About us





Eplan








Eplan provides software and service solutions in the fields of electrical, automation and mechatronic engineering. The company develops one of the world’s leading design software solutions for machine and panel builders. Both standardised as well as customised interfaces to ERP and PLM/PDM systems ensure data consistency along the whole value chain. Eplan was founded in 1984 and is part of the owner-operated Friedhelm Loh Group.
            


Learn more
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Eplan








"We need standardized data description models much earlier than in the engineering phase, for example when a manufacturing company formulates requirements for machine builders, panel builders or providers of automation solutions."

Sebastian Seitz, CEO at EPLAN
            


Learn more
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Rittal








Rittal is a leading global provider of solutions for industrial enclosures, power distribution, climate control and IT infrastructure, as well as software and services. Together with Eplan, Rittal optimizes the customer's entire value chain in control and switchgear manufacturing. The companies are part of the Friedhelm Loh Group, which generated revenues of €3 billion 2022 with more than 12,000 employees and more than 95 subsidiaries worldwide.
            


Learn more
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Rittal








"The strength of 'Smart Engineering and Production' is the joint striving for data consistency and efficiency throughout the entire life cycle of control and switchgear systems. Consistent data not only increases efficiency in planning and construction, but also extends its benefits more and more into the operation of the installations."

Uwe Scharf, Managing Director Business Units and Marketing
            


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact








Phoenix Contact offers innovative products, solutions and digitalization expertise for the electrification, networking, and automation of all sectors of the economy and infrastructure. The family-run company empowers industry and society to transform into a sustainable world with long-term growth prospects for everyone. Today, Phoenix Contact employs around 22,000 people worldwide, with sales of €3.6 billion in 2022.
            


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact








"Smart Engineering and Production is the massive key that ensures the competitiveness of our customers in switchgear engineering. In this, our goal is to make a seamless solution available to our customers, from engineering right through to innovative production systems.”

Dirk Görlitzer, COO at Phoenix Contact
            


Learn more
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Contact

Eplan – Rittal – Phoenix Contact
















Name          





Mandatory field E-Mail*






Your subject          
General information
Product information
Consulting / Call
Other









Your message          
 




What is the sum of 1 and 2?


Do not fill in this field









 I have read the data protection policy. I have noted that my contact request will be forwarded to all three cooperation partners Eplan, Rittal, Phoenix Contact.









Send message
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Creation of item data






Standardized basis for consistent processes

A digital item description provides the basis for consistent processes – from planning in engineering right through to control cabinet manufacturing. It is created during the item’s design phase and describes all the features that are relevant for engineering, manufacturing, and service.




Comprehensive imaging of item data

The item features are available entirely in digital format. In the new EPLAN Data Portal, they are described in accordance with the uniform data standard, based on ECLASS. Up-to-date item data is always available in ECLASS format and can be obtained from the manufacturers. Rittal and Phoenix Contact provide high-quality, complete data in the EPLAN Data Portal.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Comprehensive consulting from the provision of data right through to system operation for the end user
	Increased integration for all of your processes, thanks to the standardized database in the new EPLAN Data Portal

















Data is the fuel for digital processes. 
(Sophia Bulmahn, Director Product Marketing, Industrial Cabinet Solutions, Phoenix Contact)
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EPLAN Data Portal

	Access high-quality online product catalogs from numerous component manufacturers
	Easily transfer component data to the EPLAN documentation
	Minimize the amount of effort required to maintain master data
	The new EPLAN Data Portal includes the data standard based on ECLASS

        


Learn more
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Provision of data






Use item data across processes

Standardized data is used in engineering tools and beyond. For example, it can be used in e-shops or catalogs. The item data is also useful for mechanical design, e.g., for imaging dimensions and connections.




Data for a wide range of applications

Item data, including commercial and technical features, is available via the EPLAN Data Portal. MCAD-relevant information, such as DXF data, is also available. In conjunction with the PARTcommunity, manufacturers also provide their CAD data for direct download. The ECLASS-standardized component data from Phoenix Contact can be downloaded in BMEcat format from the company’s website.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Optimally coordinated engineering and manufacturing solutions
	Save time with access to standardized device data in the EPLAN Data Portal
	Access CAD data in various formats with PARTcommunity
	Download BMEcat data directly from the company website

















Here we focus on end-to-end digitisation and consistent data provision in enclosure construction.
(Phillip Falkenhagen, Produktmanager Value Chain & Digitalization, EPLAN)
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EPLAN Data Portal

	Access high-quality online product catalogs from numerous component manufacturers
	Easily transfer component data to the EPLAN documentation
	Minimize the amount of effort required to maintain master data
	The new EPLAN Data Portal includes the data standard based on ECLASS

        


Learn more
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Rittal PARTcommunity

	Download original component CAD data directly
	The data can be transferred to all popular CAD systems
	For greater flexibility, the level of detail for CAD models can be freely selected
	Quick preparation of design drawings with optimum planning certainty

        


Learn more
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Catalog management in BMEcat format

	Standardized exchange of catalog data in the versions BMEcat 2005 and BMEcat 2005.1 based on XML technology
	Secure basis with central access to all product information and options in the classification of articles
	Support of the internal organization and allocation of articles through classification
	Download of data classified by ECLASS or ETIM in BMEcat format from the Phoenix Contact website

        


Learn more
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Basic engineering






The first step – from the initial idea to the finished product

Entry into the engineering process for a machine or system is defined in preplanning. The initial data is acquired at the earliest possible opportunity and is always refined further. The initial steps for component use in machine design are also defined.




Seamless integration for subsequent planning steps

The basic data is processed in EPLAN Preplanning, with seamless transfer to detail planning. Use of the initial components is also defined. Using configurations from the Rittal Configuration System, the CAD data is extracted and used for further processing.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Customizable series portfolio with high availability
	Use EPLAN Preplanning to acquire engineering data, including sensor and actuator technology, at the earliest possible opportunity and utilize it across processes
	Configure and order products and corresponding accessories quickly and easily with the Rittal Configuration System

















Digital data already supports engineering at an early planning and design stage.
(Jan-Henry Schall, Head of Technical Trainings & Rittal Innovation Center, Rittal)
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EPLAN Preplanning

	Acquire structured engineering data from the beginning of the preplanning phase
	Import data from external sources, obtain graphical system or machine overviews
	Create data sheets or specifications for material procurement quickly
	Access the data collected in preplanning at any point in the engineering process

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel

	Easy selection of an enclosure system
	Error-free accessory selection with verification checks, visual presentation and positioning in the 3D model
	Add machining options incl. CAD import of customer specific cut-outs
	Automatic generation of technical data and direct submission of an enquiry or order

        


Learn more
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EPLAN eBUILD

	Automatically create schematics based on EPLAN macro technology
	Design standards are available worldwide via the EPLAN ePULSE cloud environment
	Easily enter requirements via the self-explanatory configuration interface
	Access to ready-made libraries from Phoenix Contact with the free version, EPLAN eBUILD Free
	Getting started is possible without in-depth expert knowledge, IT or programming effort

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx ENGINEER

	The clipx ENGINEER engineering software makes it possible to plan and procure terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes more efficiently than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the data to production – at every workplace.
	Create your function groups more efficiently with the use of functional engineering.
	Complete your electronics planning through automation with the necessary accessories.

        


Learn more
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Detail engineering






Digital product development

In detail engineering, digital data takes center stage in product development and production. Engineering software is used to create circuit diagrams to provide an image of the automation project. Solutions for further product planning are connected via interfaces.




Closely interlinked engineering software

With EPLAN Electric P8, circuit diagrams are created using defined item data. PROJECT complete, PLCnext Engineer, and the EPLAN platform interact via standardized interfaces such as AutomationML. The CAD data from the configuration result can be extracted directly from the Rittal Configuration System and transferred to the mechanical design.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Seamless communication from engineering through to manufacturing based on standardized data for individual products
	Cross-solution bidirectional data exchange, based on manufacturer-neutral interfaces such as AutomationML
	Digital imaging of the automation project for a transparent interdisciplinary planning process

















Uniform and open data standards make it possible to seamlessly network every process stage.
(Dr. Andreas Schreiber, Vice President Industrial Cabinet Solutions, Phoenix Contact)
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EPLAN Data Portal

	Access high-quality online product catalogs from numerous component manufacturers
	Easily transfer component data to the EPLAN documentation
	Minimize the amount of effort required to maintain master data
	The new EPLAN Data Portal includes the data standard based on ECLASS

        


Learn more
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EPLAN Electric P8

	Consistent, seamless, and fast engineering system for configuration in electrical design
	Automated reports and project documentation
	Engineering information provided for downstream processes

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PROJECT complete

	The planning and marking software supports all phases of terminal strip configuration and provides individual and convenient process support, from electrical planning through to delivery of the finished product.
	PROJECT complete comes equipped with optimized interfaces to EPLAN P8/Pro Panel. With just a click of the mouse, the software imports the data from electrical planning and automatically designs the corresponding terminal strip.
	Intelligent functions automate many planning steps and provide significant time savings.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx ENGINEER

	The clipx ENGINEER engineering software makes it possible to plan and procure terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes more efficiently than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the data to production – at every workplace.
	Create your function groups more efficiently with the use of functional engineering.
	Complete your electronics planning through automation with the necessary accessories.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PLCnext Engineer

	Engineering software platform for Phoenix Contact automation controllers.
	Simplified engineering process, thanks to the use of automation modules and object-oriented programming.
	Time and cost savings, thanks to fully integrated programming in a single interface.
	Less work and training involved, thanks to the optimized user interface.

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel

	Easy selection of an enclosure system
	Error-free accessory selection with verification checks, visual presentation and positioning in the 3D model
	Add machining options incl. CAD import of customer specific cut-outs
	Automatic generation of technical data and direct submission of an enquiry or order

        


Learn more
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EPLAN eBUILD

	Automatically create schematics based on EPLAN macro technology
	Design standards are available worldwide via the EPLAN ePULSE cloud environment
	Easily enter requirements via the self-explanatory configuration interface
	Access to ready-made libraries from Phoenix Contact with the free version, EPLAN eBUILD Free
	Getting started is possible without in-depth expert knowledge, IT or programming effort

        


Learn more









Downloads



PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EN.pdf (1.7 MiB)












Interface PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EPLAN_EN.pdf (1.5 MiB)
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Control cabinet layout and process planning






Using the digital twin in 3D planning

Control cabinet planning now goes 3D: the virtual prototype describes the planned system down to the smallest detail and provides all the important information for manufacturing. The digital twin prevents errors such as collisions and reduces costs as well as lead times.




Virtual prototype of the control cabinet

Configurations from the Rittal Configuration System are transferred to EPLAN Pro Panel, which is where control cabinet layout planning is performed. The 3D item data is available in the EPLAN Data Portal. Thermal Design Integration performs energy-efficient dimensioning for the climate control solution in control cabinets. PROJECT complete provides manufacturing documents based on terminal strip configurations. Configurators for customer-specific distribution block solutions and heavy-duty connectors simplify and speed up the process for creating a custom solution.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Optimally coordinated data records and solutions for increased quality and efficiency across the entire product development process
	Profitable manufacturing starting from a batch size of 1 right through to series manufacturing

















Both manual and automated manufacturing processes benefit from a complete digital twin of the enclosure.
(Phillip Falkenhagen, Produktmanager Value Chain & Digitalization, EPLAN)
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EPLAN Data Portal

	Access online 3D item data from Rittal and Phoenix Contact
	Easily transfer standardized component data to the EPLAN documentation
	Minimize the amount of effort required to maintain master data

        


Learn more
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EPLAN Pro Panel Professional

	Design and construct control cabinets, switchgear, and power distribution systems in 3D
	Create electrical circuit diagrams, plan mounting layouts in 3D, and lay wires virtually
	The order information that is created and comprehensive manufacturing documents support automated control cabinet manufacturing

        


Learn more
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Thermal Design Integration

	Comprehensive concept consisting of digital product data, software-based configuration tools, and newly developed climate control solutions
	Thermal aspects are already taken into consideration during the control cabinet planning phase
	Verification of climate aspects and interactive planning of the best possible climate control solution

        


Learn more
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Rittal Therm

	Efficient and safe design of climate control components
	Easy calculation of the actual cooling capacity required – also when retrofitting or extending switchgear
	Calculation result can be used as detailed documentation

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel

	Easy selection of an enclosure system
	Error-free accessory selection with verification checks, visual presentation and positioning in the 3D model
	Add machining options incl. CAD import of customer specific cut-outs
	Automatic generation of technical data and direct submission of an enquiry or order

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PROJECT complete

	The planning and marking software supports all phases of terminal strip configuration and provides individual and convenient process support, from electrical planning through to delivery of the finished product.
	PROJECT complete comes equipped with optimized interfaces to EPLAN P8/Pro Panel. With just a click of the mouse, the software imports the data from electrical planning and automatically designs the corresponding terminal strip.
	Intelligent functions automate many planning steps and provide significant time savings.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx ENGINEER

	The clipx ENGINEER engineering software makes it possible to plan and procure terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes more efficiently than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the data to production – at every workplace.
	Convert your electronics planning into real items via bidirectional CAE interfaces.
	Use your trusted Phoenix Contact applications and configurators in clipx ENGINEER.
	Share and work on your projects locally or in a cloud.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact customer-specific distribution block solutions

	PTFIX distribution blocks and single blocks offer countless possible combinations.
	The online configurator provides support in creating a custom distribution block solution.
	With straightforward menus, 2D and 3D product images, and intuitive user interfaces, the distribution blocks are configured by making just a few entries. Easy to create and order.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact customer-specific heavy-duty connectors

	With the HEAVYCON online configurator you can create your own individual interface from countless housings and contact inserts
	Find the solution you want in just a few steps. The configurator supports you in choosing the right components
	Simply import the configured solution into your CAD system and check your plug connection in the 3D view

        


Learn more









Downloads



PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EN.pdf (1.7 MiB)












Interface PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EPLAN_EN.pdf (1.5 MiB)
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Procurement of materials and purchasing






When planning is finally completed and the full digital description and resulting parts lists of components and modules have been created, the data is transferred to the subsequent processes for procurement and purchasing. To enable a continuous digital connection here as well, we offer suitable software solutions that ensure error-free and secure data transmission.

Here, it is often not only important to transfer parts lists to the ERP system, but also to quickly provide information about availability, individual pricing, and similar, all of which speeds up and simplifies the overall process.




Procurement process with a comprehensive database

Direct data transfer from the comprehensive digital description of the control cabinet to the systems for the procurement process can be a significant advantage here by helping to prevent errors, save time, and thus increase efficiency. The data of the configurated solutions can also be transferred directly to the respective online shop. There the information about price, availability and delivery time is immediately displayed.

The EPLAN Integration Suite creates the interfaces to all systems involved in the process.

Terminal strips are planned using PROJECT complete. They can be ordered easily thanks to the link to the Phoenix Contact online shop. Rittal customers can also benefit from digital processes: from integration and virtual product configuration right through to ordering via the Rittal online shop. The EPLAN Integration Suite establishes connections to all systems involved in the process.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Direct connection between planning systems and ERP and PDM systems enables bidirectional data exchange
	Digitally integrated interfaces enable error-free and rapid processes
	Integrated configurators enable the provision of individual information – quickly and verified by a plausibility check

















The digital representation of the complete enclosure forms the “single source of truth” for production.
(Thorsten Freytag, Produktmanager Value Chain & Digitalization, Rittal)
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Phoenix Contact PROJECT complete

	The planning and marking software supports all phases of terminal strip configuration and provides individual and convenient process support, from electrical planning through to delivery of the finished product.
	The terminal strips are ordered directly via PROJECT complete (currently only available in Germany).
	Parts lists are transferred to the Phoenix Contact online shop, where the price calculation and availability information is displayed straight away.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx ENGINEER

	The clipx ENGINEER engineering software makes it possible to plan and procure terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes more efficiently than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the data to production – at every workplace.
	Order your items directly from the software package via the connection to the Phoenix Contact online shop.

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel

	Easy selection of an enclosure system
	Error-free accessory selection with verification checks, visual presentation and positioning in the 3D model
	Add machining options incl. CAD import of customer specific cut-outs
	Automatic generation of technical data and direct submission of an enquiry or order

        


Learn more
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Rittal online shop

	Order the appropriate product quickly and easily online and conveniently track orders
	Display of prices, including individual discount
	Import shopping carts into your own e-procurement system via OCI interface
	CAD drawings in numerous different formats can be selected for each product

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact online shop

	Order products and configured terminal strips
	Immediate price calculation and information on the availability of the products
	Manage individual items and price lists
	Convenient order tracking

        


Learn more
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EPLAN Integration Suite

	Integrate EPLAN data into existing ERP, PDM, and PLM system landscapes
	Greater transparency in the overall product development process

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact printing service

	Customer-specific markings can be created quickly and easily with PROJECT complete and ordered online.
	All materials that can be marked according to customer requirements are indicated with the “Printed for you” symbol and are available on our website for you to specify your individual printing requirements.
	You can use marking materials in UniCard and UniSheet format as well as metal labels for color printing.

        


Learn more









Downloads



PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EN.pdf (1.7 MiB)












Interface PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EPLAN_EN.pdf (1.5 MiB)
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Digital manufacturing integration






Digital manufacturing integration

Based on a standardized description, a product data model of the control cabinet is provided for subsequent production processes. It includes all the necessary information required for both manual and automated panel building.




Complete product description for manufacturing

Using the AutomationML interface, all relevant data can be exported from EPLAN Pro Panel Professional, refined further in PROJECT complete, and finally passed on to manufacturing.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Smart automation of subprocesses in engineering
	Central provision of a digital product description of the complete control cabinet, including all the data required for the manufacturing process

















Digital networking of engineering and purchasing significantly reduces administrative effort.
(Christian Großmann, Director Development, Industrial Cabinet Solutions, Phoenix Contact)
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EPLAN Pro Panel Professional

	Design and construct control cabinets, switchgear, and power distribution systems in 3D
	Create electrical circuit diagrams, plan mounting layouts in 3D, and lay wires virtually
	The order information that is created and comprehensive manufacturing documents support automated control cabinet manufacturing

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel

	Easy selection of an enclosure system
	Error-free accessory selection with verification checks, visual presentation and positioning in the 3D model
	Add machining options incl. CAD import of customer specific cut-outs
	Automatic generation of technical data and direct submission of an enquiry or order

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PROJECT complete

	The planning and marking software supports all phases of terminal strip configuration and provides individual and convenient process support, from electrical planning through to delivery of the finished product.
	Data used as manufacturing documents for the control cabinet layout as well as component marking
	Export of assembly data in AutomationML format for automatic DIN rail assembly

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx ENGINEER

	The clipx ENGINEER engineering software makes it possible to plan and procure terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes more efficiently than ever, and to seamlessly transfer the data to production – at every workplace.
	Plan your terminal strips, assembled mounting plates, and junction boxes realistically in 3D.
	Use the production documentation generated from your project easily for the documentation and subsequent process steps.
	Control your workflow via the direct connection options to production systems.

        


Learn more
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Rittal RiPanel Processing Center

	Central planning and up-to-date overview of the utilization of individual machines (Rittal Perforex MT, Rittal Secarex).
	Current status display of production orders and machine orders
	Direct interface to EPLAN Pro Panel
	Maximised schedule reliability with optimised planning certainty

        


Learn more









Downloads



PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EN.pdf (1.7 MiB)












Interface PROJECT complete  




	
PROJECT_complete_EPLAN_EN.pdf (1.5 MiB)
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Manufacturing






Digital all the way to production

All manufacturing steps are automatically derived from the information for the virtual prototype. All the necessary machine programs can be created automatically through direct communication with the Human Machine Interfaces of modern automation solutions. Manual manufacturing is also supported digitally.




From the digital twin to the real product

The digital twin provides input for manufacturing systems such as Rittal Perforex and various semi-automated machines, fully automated wire processing machines, and printing systems. Data can also be used for additional services, such as Phoenix Contact’s terminal strip service.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Intelligent support of manual manufacturing processes
	Automation solutions for cost efficiency and high product quality
	Flexible services for custom order situations

















The seamless interplay between design engineering and configuration ensures simple and error-free construction of the complete enclosure.
(Thorsten Freytag, Produktmanager Value Chain & Digitalization, Rittal)
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Rittal Perforex MT

	Fully automated hole-drilling, thread-tapping, and milling of cut-outs and housings with the
	Convenient data import of common CAD systems and planning tools such as .dxf, EPLAN Pro Panel, RiPanel Processing Center and Rittal Configuration System

        


Learn more
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Rittal Perforex LC

	3D machining of powder-coated sheet steel and stainless steel housings as well as mounting plates, doors, side panels, and roof sheeting
	Convenient data import of common CAD systems and planning tools such as .dxf, EPLAN Pro Panel and Rittal Configuration System

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PROJECT complete

	The planning and marking software guides you through all phases of terminal strip configuration
	Provides digital documents for terminal strip production
	Integration with interfaces to all common CAE programs
	Intuitive software operation with customizable user interface
	Ordering of terminal strips in real time with direct connection to the Phoenix Contact e-shop

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact automatic devices

	Cutting, stripping, and crimping: automating these steps provides cost-effective advantages, even for small and medium-sized batches
	High functionality, fast setup times, and consistently high-quality results
	Easy startup with Plug and Play and intuitive operation

        


Learn more
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Rittal cutting center Secarex

	Fast and precise cutting of cable ducts and DIN rails
	Project-specific marking with the integrated label printer
	Cutting process optimized across multiple projects
	Interface to EPLAN software and Perforex machinery

        


Learn more
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Rittal busbar machining CW 120

	Bending, punching, and cutting of copper and aluminum busbars
	Flexible and easy handling, high bending and punching precision, efficient and ergonomic operation, easy tool change
	The integral precision laser facilitates the cutting and bending process

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx WIRE assist

	The worker assistance system for efficient conductor preparation
	Modular workstation design, mobile use, and optimum positioning of automatic devices, tools, and material
	Convenient application with intuitive user interfaces and simple CAE data transfer
	Process reliability, thanks to software-supported conductor preparation with direct device control

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact marking systems

	Create markings easily: whether with a laser marker, high-speed printer with UV LED technology or a thermal transfer printer
	Wide range of marking technologies provide the right solution for marking terminals, wires and cables, equipment, and plants
	The right solution for every application in industrial identification, thanks to various marking materials

        


Learn more
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Rittal Wire Terminal WT C

	Fully automated wire end processing with ferrules
	Management of up to 36 different wires and sequential or order-specific wire output in an ordering system
	Full networking from the E-CAD tool through to the manufacturing processes
	The assembled wires can be processed via EPLAN Smart Wiring

        


Learn more
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Rittal semi-automated machines

	Assembly of wiring cables: cutting, stripping, and crimping
	Pneumatically or electrically driven cable assembly
	Interfaces to the PC or to CAE data in EPLAN Pro Panel (depending on the model)

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact terminal strip service

	Supply of pre-mounted and marked terminal strips including accessories, ready for installation and connection.
	The terminal strip service provides help in managing order peaks flexibly, and enables terminal strips to be supplied just in time for series production.
	Terminal strip configuration via the PROJECT complete configuration software with online transfer of the parts lists to the Phoenix Contact e-shop.
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Phoenix Contact marking app for smartphone and tablet

	Intuitive operation: The THERMOMARK GO can be fully operated with the MARKING system app
	Application Guide: with just a few clicks, get easy and efficient the right marking solution
	The app is available for Android and iOS
	Automatic updates: the latest software version available at any time
	Guided creation of application-specific and standard-compliant labeling solutions

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact  clipx WIRE assist Software

	The necessary wiring information is exported from EPLAN PRO Panel and fed into the clipx WIRE assist software.
	Based on this data, the clipx WIRE assist software guides the worker through the semi-automated wire preparation process.
	At the same time, the devices in the worker assistance system are controlled directly and the necessary information for further processing and wiring is displayed on the monitor.
	In addition, an integrated editor function also allows data to be created or supplemented manually.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Hand tools

	Cutting, stripping, crimping, mounting, and measuring – Phoenix Contact provides you with the best hand tools for every application in electrical engineering.
	Discover the high-quality processing and measuring tools from our tools product range.
	As a system supplier, we have a range of products that includes standardized ferrules and connectors and crimping tools designed to work with them for reliable processing.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Automatic devices

	Cutting, stripping, and crimping: Automation of these sub-steps ensures economic benefits even with small to medium quantities
	High functionality, quick setup time, and a lasting high level of quality in the work results
	Simple commissioning thanks to Plug and Play and intuitive operation
	As a system supplier, we have a range of products that includes standardized ferrules and connectors as well as crimping devices designed to work with them for reliable wire preparation.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Wire duct and DIN rail cutters

	With the profile and DIN rail cutters from Phoenix Contact, you can cut a wide variety of DIN rails and wiring ducts quickly, without much effort, and with precision.
	Ensure a clean and safe work environment: Cut plastic or metal profiles without burrs.
	Follow-up work, like deburring when sawing, is not necessary.

        


Learn more
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Mounting






Virtual assistant simplifies manual mounting

Software-based assistance systems provide support when assembling and installing wiring connections. All the necessary data for mounting control cabinet modules, such as terminal strips, is provided as required. Manual mounting activities are also supported by smart solutions.




EPLAN Smart Wiring guides the worker through the wiring process step by step. They have an overview of everything, even without a circuit diagram. The same is true for scenarios where multiple control cabinets are wired in parallel or different colleagues work on the same project. The required wires are assembled at the Rittal Wire Terminal. Handling systems such as the Rittal assembly frame and the Smart Lifter provide support for manual activities.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Manufacturing and installation processes are much simpler
	Easy monitoring and documentation
	Convenient solutions make it easier to perform manual mounting activities

















Digital data-enabled assistance systems are the key to secure and efficient assembly processes.
(Phillip Falkenhagen, Produktmanager Value Chain & Digitalization, EPLAN)
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EPLAN Smart Mounting

	Digital worker guidance for mounting mechanical and electrical components in the control cabinet
	Workers are guided step-by-step through the manual activities and receive visual support in 3D at each step
	Central order management and progress overview for workers and production management

        


Learn more
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EPLAN Smart Wiring

	Step-by-step guide for easy wiring without a circuit diagram
	From the terminal point to the exact installation route, all the necessary information is provided in digital form – also in 3D if required
	Status information facilitates project handover between different employees and enables project monitoring

        


Learn more
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EPLAN eVIEW

	Digital review of circuit diagrams with redlining and greenlining
	Location-independent single source of truth for defined users
	Circuit diagrams are always up-to-date, even after project completion
	Data security ensured by the ePULSE Trust Center

        


Learn more
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Rittal assembly frames

	Easy and variable fixing of mounting plates with a quick-release fastener
	Minimal space requirements when not in use
	Individually positionable in the workshop due to being independent from the power grid
	Easy handling due to four castors including total lock function

        


Learn more
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Rittal Wire Station

	Flexible and efficient use for assembly and wiring activities in the workshop
	Electrically adjustable height for ergonomic work
	Multiplex worktop with integrated ruler
	Workstation with integrated socket strip and shadow board for Rittal tools

        


Learn more
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Rittal Smart Lifter

	Easy transportation of bayed control cabinets in the workshop or at the installation site
	Supports the simple mounting of bases beneath control cabinets
	Flexible use for control cabinets of different depths, thanks to adjustable forks
	Ergonomic lifting and lowering with a torque crank

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Hand tools

	Cutting, stripping, crimping, mounting, and measuring – Phoenix Contact provides you with the best hand tools for every application in electrical engineering.
	Discover the high-quality processing and measuring tools from our tools product range.
	As a system supplier, we have a range of products that includes standardized ferrules and connectors and crimping tools designed to work with them for reliable wire preparation.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx WIRE assist

	The worker assistance system for efficient wire preparation
	Modular workplace design, mobile work possible, and optimal positioning of tools and automatic devices
	Convenient use through intuitive user interfaces and simple CAE data transfer
	Process reliability through software-supported wire preparation with direct device control

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact clipx WIRE assist Software

	The necessary wiring information is exported from EPLAN PRO Panel and fed into the clipx WIRE assist software.
	Based on this data, the clipx WIRE assist software guides the worker through the semi-automated wire preparation process.
	At the same time, the devices in the worker assistance system are controlled directly and the necessary information for further processing and wiring is displayed on the monitor.
	In addition, an integrated editor function also allows data to be created or supplemented manually.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact labeling and application systems

	For the first time ever, the THERMOMARK E SERIES marking system combines and automates several process steps in the identification process, thereby enabling a considerable increase in efficiency in this time-consuming undertaking.
	Time savings of around 60% with printing and application in a single process step.
	Flexible response with the modular system comprised of a standard thermal transfer printer and four applicators for different identification solutions.
	Consistent digital workflows.
	Easy handling and constantly high quality with the automated process.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact tool-free wiring

	Maximum ease of use thanks to the force-saving Push-X and Push-in technology
	Reduced assembly times - due to the clever spring design, direct wiring is possible without tools
	High flexibility in conductor selection - with Push-X and Push-in, both rigid and flexible conductors can be wired effortlessly
	Full compatibility with the CLIPLINE complete modular terminal block system enables the use of standardized accessories

        


Learn more
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Testing






Digital support for manual product testing

Many quality tests can already be performed digitally. However, when it comes to testing the actual function and installation, this is still carried out on the real end product. Software-based assistance systems and digital models enable guided testing of the end product.




Digital quality assurance

EPLAN Smart Wiring enables tests to be performed with automated logging in the control cabinet wiring. Quality assurance is therefore supported digitally through integration in the workflow.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Intelligent assistance system for testing the wiring
	Digitally supported tests provide quality assurance for the end product

















Digital support and logging of functional and quality testing ensure safety.
(Jan-Henry Schall, Head of Technical Trainings & Rittal Innovation Center, Rittal)
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EPLAN Smart Mounting

	Digital worker guidance for mounting mechanical and electrical components in the control cabinet
	Workers are guided step-by-step through the manual activities and receive visual support in 3D at each step
	Central order management and progress overview for workers and production management

        


Learn more
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EPLAN Smart Wiring

	Step-by-step guide for easy wiring without a circuit diagram
	From the terminal point to the exact installation route, all the necessary information is provided in digital form – also in 3D if required
	Status information facilitates project handover between different employees and enables project monitoring

        


Learn more
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EPLAN eVIEW

	Digital review of circuit diagrams with redlining and greenlining
	Location-independent single source of truth for defined users
	Circuit diagrams are always up-to-date, even after project completion
	Data security ensured by the ePULSE Trust Center

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Testing and measuring equipment

	The high-quality multimeters, current probes, and voltage testers offer impressive robustness and multifunctional applications.
	Our products are tested and approved in accordance with the applicable national and international standards.

        


Learn more
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Startup






Tailored hardware and software solutions

Using software that is optimally tailored to the hardware used enables fast product startup. Furthermore, faster communication is possible between engineering and manufacturing based on standardized data for individual products.




Easy programming

PLCnext Engineer is the flexible PLC programming software for the PLC generation with PLCnext Technology. It combines all of the basic functions needed for configuration, programming, visualization, and diagnostics.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Optimally coordinated portfolio of software and manufacturing solutions
	Seamless communication between engineering and manufacturing based on standardized data for individual products

















Digital redlining and greenlining enable a consistent exchange of information between engineering and production.
(Dr. Andreas Schreiber, Vice President Industrial Cabinet Solutions, Phoenix Contact)
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EPLAN eVIEW

	Digital review of circuit diagrams with redlining and greenlining
	Location-independent single source of truth for defined users
	Circuit diagrams are always up-to-date, even after project completion
	Data security ensured by the ePULSE Trust Center

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact PLCnext Engineer

	Engineering software platform for Phoenix Contact automation controllers.
	Fast startup with intuitive operation, easily diagnosable controller status, and online verification of input and output signals.
	Flexible engineering through the integration of individual add-in functions in the free basic version
	Secure programming, certified in accordance with IEC 61508

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact QUINT POWER customized parameterization

	With the QUINT POWER app for your mobile end device or the QUINT POWER software for your PC, you can parameterize your power supply easily and precisely
	Set signaling thresholds and the output voltage
	Adapt characteristic curves individually

        


Learn more
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Rittal ePOCKET

	Central storage of machine documentation (digital wiring plan pocket)
	Fully digital process representation
	Always work with the latest version of documentation
	Tracking of changes in the project, including notifications
	Access to projects or documents via QR codes

        


Learn more
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Operation/service






Current status can always be determined

Status data, process data, and parameterizations can be managed via cloud-based services during active control cabinet operation. Clear component marking with a QR code or RFID tag enables easy identification on site via an app.




Smart Services for operation

Smart Services like the Device Management Service from Phoenix Contact enable smart devices to be managed and monitored via PROFICLOUD – anytime, anywhere. The Rittal Smart Service Portal enables service processes to be increasingly automated. With EPLAN eVIEW, up-to-date machine and system documentation is always available in the cloud during servicing.




Your advantages for greater efficiency:

	Solutions for control cabinet operation for the implementation of predictive maintenance and efficient maintenance processes
	Current operating status always available at a glance
	Cloud-based status management and app-based identification on site enable quick action to be taken during servicing

















Digital redlining and greenlining enable a consistent exchange of information between engineering and production.
(Dr. Andreas Schreiber, Vice President Industrial Cabinet Solutions, Phoenix Contact)
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Phoenix Contact PROFICLOUD

	Comprehensive cloud solution for smart devices
	Smooth entry into the world of digitalization with ready-to-use IoT solutions
	Flexible access to data with Smart Services
	Easy expansion and scalability with dynamic IT resources
	Secure communication between the smart devices and Proficloud via TLS encryption

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact smart devices

	Smart devices from Phoenix Contact can be managed and monitored via the Device Management Service – anytime, anywhere
	Direct overview of device information, such as the device type, serial number, and installed firmware and hardware version, in the form of a digital rating plate
	State of health (SoH) and connection status, plus current and historical logs, are always visible at a glance
	

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact smart devices

	With the IoT-capable EMpro, data can be sent directly and securely to the cloud via a router. This enables flexible access to measured data and component data thanks to Proficloud Smart Services.
	ImpulseCheck is the intelligent assistance system for surge protection in the field of mains protection. The module can be used to measure the state of health (SoH) of every single protective device via cloud connection. Thanks to real-time measurement of surge currents and transient overvoltages, it is possible to continuously monitor the condition of the system and surge protection.

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact THERMOMARK GO

	Create markings on site: control the label printer via a smartphone or tablet
	Modern interfaces: connect the smart device via Bluetooth or NFC
	Intuitive label configuration: MARKING system app guides users through the marking process
	Marking made easy: automatic material recognition prevents printing errors
	Large variety of applications: more than 100 materials with pre-punched labels and continuous media

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact MARKING system services

	Smooth operation, thanks to professional installation and training on site
	Devices are always in top condition, thanks to regular maintenance
	Sustainable marking concept, thanks to the repair service which uses original parts
	Reliable support from the Technical Support team
	No downtimes, as leased devices are provided during repair and maintenance work, or at peak order times if additional capacity is required
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Rittal Smart Service

	Networking of Rittal products and transfer of operating data to the certified Smart Service Cloud
	Visualization of service processes with the Smart Service Portal as a basis for providing situation-specific recommendations for action
	Permanent monitoring of devices and data-based remote diagnostics
	Automated handling of service processes

        


Learn more
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EPLAN eVIEW

	Digital review of circuit diagrams with redlining and greenlining
	Location-independent single source of truth for defined users
	Circuit diagrams are always up-to-date, even after project completion
	Data security ensured by the ePULSE Trust Center

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact QUINT POWER customized parameterization

	With the QUINT POWER app for your mobile end device or the QUINT POWER software for your PC, you can parameterize your power supply easily and precisely
	Set signaling thresholds and the output voltage
	Adapt characteristic curves individually

        


Learn more
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Phoenix Contact Services automatic devices

	Expert consultation on the products and applications
	Support during commissioning and instruction by phone, online, or on-site
	Professional repair, maintenance, and calibration service
	Provision of devices on loan

        


Learn more
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Rittal ePOCKET

	Central storage of machine documentation (digital wiring plan pocket)
	Fully digital process representation
	Always work with the latest version of documentation
	Tracking of changes in the project, including notifications
	Access to projects or documents via QR codes

        


Learn more
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